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Abstract  
We give a group theoretical interpretation of the lattice of non-crossing partitions of a cycle 
of length m. Using this interpretation, we prove that the group of skew-automorphisms of this 
lattice is isomorphic to the dihedral group D4 .... We also give some generating functions, in 
terms of continued fraction expansions, for some statistics on the set of partitions involving the 
number of restricted crossings and the number of classes. 
O. In t roduct ion  
The notion of crossing of a partition and of non-crossing partition of a finite set, 
introduced by Kreweras [7] has received increased attention in recent years both from 
a purely combinatorial point of view (see [4,5,9]) and from a probabilistic point 
of view in relation with the free convolution of non-commutative random variables 
[2,3,8,10,11]. 
As shown by Kreweras, the non-crossing partitions of a cycle of length m lbrm 
a lattice under the refinement order. We show that it can be embedded naturally in the 
Cayley graph constructed from the symmetric group on m objects, with the transposi- 
tions as generators. In fact, we prove that the trace of a cycle on a non-crossing parti- 
tion (as defined by Kreweras) gives an element of the symmetric group which lies oil 
a geodesic in this graph, joining the identity to the cycle. In other words, this means that 
if c~r i  ... rm--i is a decomposition of  a cycle of length m into a product of m-  1 trans- 
positions, the decompositions into cycles of the permutations r i, (r i r2) . . . . .  (rl ... r,,, 2) 
induce a decreasing chain of  non-crossing partitions of the cycle c. 
Simion and Ullman [9] have shown that the lattice of non-crossing partitions is a sell'- 
dual lattice, by exhibiting an order reversing involution of this lattice. Using the group 
theoretical picture of the lattice, we determine its group of skew-automorphisms (skew- 
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automorphisms are bijections which are either order preserving or order reversing) and 
show that this group is isomorphic to the dihedral group D4m. In particular we identify 
the involution considered in [9], and the complementation map of [7] as elements of 
this group. 
In the second part of  the paper we use the combinatorial theory of  continued fractions 
due to Flajolet [6] to give some generating functions involving partitions of  the set 
{1 . . . . .  m) counted by their number of  restricted crossings (to be defined below) and 
their number of  classes. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 1.1 and 1.2 we give some general 
definitions pertaining to graphs and posets arising from group theory. In Section 1.3 we 
prove that the lattice of  non-crossing partitions of  a cycle can be embedded in the Cay- 
ley graph of the permutation group with transpositions as generators. In Section 1.4 we 
determine the group of skew-automorphisms of non-crossing partitions. In Section 2.1 
we introduce a bijective correspondence b tween set partitions and labelled paths, which 
is related to, but not identical to the one introduced by Flajolet. We use this corre- 
spondence in Section 2.2 to derive several continued fraction expansions which are 
q-analogues of  the ones discussed in [6]. We then consider the case of  q = 0 which 
corresponds to non-crossing partitions. 
. 
1.1. Posets in graphs 
1.1.1. Let ff = (V,E)  be a connected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. A path 
of length n between a and b in V is a sequence (a0 . . . . .  an) in V such that a0 = a, 
an --- b, and {ai, ai+l) EE for i = 0 .... ,n - 1. A geodesic between a and b in ~ is 
a path between a and b which is of  minimal length among all a-b-paths, and the 
length of  such a geodesic is the distance between a and b. 
1.1.2. If (a,b) E V 2 we define the poset [a,b] as the set of x E V such that there is 
a geodesic (a0 . . . . .  an) from a to b with x = ai for some i, the partial order being given 
by x ~< y iff [a,y] c[a,x].  From the definition of a geodesic it is easy to see that this 
defines a partial order on [a, b] and that the last property is equivalent to [x, b] C [y, b]. 
It follows that [a, b] and [b, a] are dual posets. 
1.2. Groups with generators 
1.2.1. Let G be a group and S C G be a set of  generators, table under the inverse map 
of G. There is an associated connected graph, called the left Cayley graph aJ(G)=(V,E) 
where V = G and E = {{a ,b) ] (a ,b )cG 2, ba - l  ES}. The right graph is defined as 
V = G and E = {{a, b) ](a, b) E G 2, a- lb  C S}. The action of  G by right translation on 
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itself induces a graph isomorphism of the left graph and similarly the left action of  G 
induces a graph isomorphism of the right graph. 
1.2.2. The inverse mapping g ~ g - l  in G is an isomorphism of the left and right 
graphs. I f  S is invariant under conjugation then, since a I b and ba 1 are conjugate 
in G, the right and left graph are equal, and so they are both right and left invariant, 
and consequently also invariant under conjugation. It follows that if 2,/~ c G the maps 
g ~ 2g/~ and g ~ 2g ~/~ are automorphisms of the graph (V,E) hence, they give rise 
to order preserving bijections between the posets [a,b] and, respectively, [~a[L~b[J] 
and [2a 1[3,:~b-l[~]. 
1.3. Non-crossing partitions 
We first recall some definitions of [7]. 
1.3.1. Let M be a finite non-empty set with cardinality m, and c a cyclic permutation 
(i.e. of  maximal order m) of M. Let p be a partition of M, a crossing of the partition 
p is a quadruple {i, j ,k, l} of M such that i,k belong to some class of p, j , l  belong 
to another class, and these elements appear in the order i, j ,  k, l in the sequence 
i,c(i) . . . . .  c~(i) . . . . .  em-I(i). The partition is said to be non-crossing if it has no cross- 
ing. The set of non-crossing partitions is denoted by NC(M,c). It is a poset under 
the dual refinement order and, as shown by Kreweras, it is a lattice which is ranked 
by m-number of classes. While the non-crossing partition lattice is usually endowed 
with the dual refinement order, in this paper we will find it convenient to use instead 
the usual refinement order. Of course this will not affect the result on the group of 
skew-automorphisms. 
1.3.2. Let G be the group of permutations of  M and S the subset of transpositions. 
The set S is a generating set, invariant under the inverse map and also invariant 
under conjugation in G. We consider for the couple (G,S) the notions introduced 
in Sections 1.1 and 1.2. It is elementary and well known that the distance of some 
permutation to the identity permutation is equal to n - -  (number of  cycles of the 
permutation). 
1.3.3. For a subset A of M, the trace of c on A is the cyclic permutation p of A 
such that for each aEA, p(a) is the first element of A occuring in the sequence 
c(a),c2(a) . . . . .  cm(a). For a partition p of M we define the trace of c on p, denoted 
by t(p), to be the permutation of M whose restriction to each class of p is the trace 
of  c on that class. 
1.3.4. Let us recall an elementary fact about permutations. 
Lemma 1. Let 0 be a permutation with k o, cles and ~ a transposition, Then the 
permutation OT has k + 1 cycles if and only if the two elements exchanged by T are 
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in the same cycle of O. Moreover, in this case the partition induced by the cycles of 
Or is finer than that induced by the cycles of O. 
We can now state the first result of this section. 
Theorem 1. The map t is an isomorphism of the posets NC(M, c) and [c, e]. 
Proof. Let p be a non-crossing partition of (M, c). We will prove that t(p) lies on 
a geodesic from c to e. We do this by induction on the number of classes of p. If p 
has one class then t (p)=c so this is true. If the number of classes of p is k ~> 2, there 
exists a class Ai of  p of the form {x,c(x) ..... cU(x)} for some xCM and uE NI. Let 
A2 be the class containing cU+I(x) then {AI,A2} is a non-crossing partition of A1 CIA2 
(with respect to the trace of  c on A1 U A2) and the less refined partition q obtained 
from p by replacing At,A2 by At tAA2 is again non-crossing. Let z be the transposition 
exchanging x and cu+l(x), then t (p)= rt(q). By induction hypothesis the distance of 
t(q) to c is k - 2 so there exists a path of length k - 2 from c to t(q) and thus there 
exists a path of length k - 1 from c to t(p). Since t(p) has k cycles, there exists 
a path of length n - k from p to e, so that p lies on a path from c to e of length 
n - 1 which is a geodesic, thus t(p)E [c, e]. 
Let us prove that every element of  [c, e] lies in t(NC(M, c)). We prove this again by 
induction on the number of cycles. It is clear for c. Let ~ be a permutation with k ~> 2 
cycles which lies in [c,e]. There exists a sequence of k -  1 transpositions rl . . . .  r~-i 
such that ~ = cr l . . ,  rk 1. The permutation ~rk I lies in [c,e] and has k -  1 cycles so, 
by induction hypothesis, it is of  the form t(p) for some non-crossing partition p with 
k -  1 classes. Since the product t(p)zk-i has one more class than p, by lemma 1 the 
two elements exchanged by rk-1 must lie in the same class of p. Let A be this class 
then it is easy to check that there exists a non crossing partition A =A1 LIA2 such that 
the non-crossing partition q, obtained from p by refining A into Ai and A2, is such 
that t(q)= t(p)rk 1 = ~. Thus we have proved that t(NC(M,c))= [c,e]. 
It remains to prove that the order is preserved by this bijection. Let ¢ and ~9 
be permutations in [c,e] such that ~ ~< ~b, there exists a sequence of transpositions 
zl . . . .  rl such that ~ = ~zl ... rt and the number of  cycles of the permutations in the 
sequence ~rl,~riz2 . . . . .  ~ is strictly increasing. Thus, by Lemma 1, the partition in- 
duced by the cycles of ~ is finer than that induced by the cycles of ~ and one has 
t-~(~) ~< t ~(~). 
On the other hand, let p and q be non-crossing partitions of (M,c) such that q 
covers p (recall that this means q > p and there is no r such that q > r > p). Then 
there exists 1 ~ k ~< m - 1 and non-empty subsets A1,.,.,Ak,B, C of M such that p = 
{Ai,... ,Ak}, q={Al ..... Ak-I ,B, C} and B, C form a non-crossing partition of Ak. Let p 
be the trace of  c on Ak there exists x C Ak and u, v E N such that B= {x, p(x),..., p"(x)} 
and C= {pU+l(x) . . . . .  pU+L'(x)}. Then if ~ is the transposition o fx  and pU+l(x) one has 
t(p) = t(q)r and so t(p) <~ t(q), and t(q) covers t(p). So we see that the map t is 
order preserving. [] 
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1.4. The skew-automorphism group of  NC(M,c)  
1.4.1, Let us denote by SA(NC(M,c) )  the group of skew-automorphisms of the poset 
NC(M,c),  i.e. of permutations which either preserve or reverse the order. Thanks to 
Theorem 1 this is also the same group considered for the poset [c,e]. 
1.4.2, Using 1.2.2 we will now exhibit a certain number of  elements of SA(NC(M,c))  
which arise from group theoretical considerations. We have seen that any map of the 
form g ~ ccqfl or g ~ :~g-Ifl gives an isomorphism of [c,e] with the poset [:¢c[4, ~fi] 
or [:¢c-113, ~[]], hence we get a skew-automorphism of [c, e] if the set {c, e} is invariant 
by such a map (recall that [e,c] is [c,e] with a dual order). This gives us four types 
of maps, which we call A, B, C, D. 
Type A, g ~-+ c~gfl with ~cfl c, ~[:¢ = e. In this case ~ =/3-1 commutes with c and 
since c is a full m-cycle, ~ belongs to the cyclic group generated by c. 
Type B, g ~-+ :¢q-lfi with ec- l f l -  c,~fl = e. There are exactly m solutions to the 
equation ~c i~-1 = c. Indeed, let x ~M and suppose ~(x)= y then ~(c(x)) c I(y) 
is determined, and by induction all ~(ck(x)) are determined so there is at most one 
solution c~ such that ~(x)= y. On the other hand it is easy to check that the m 
permutations a(ck(x))= cl-k(x) for 1 -  1 . . . .  ,m are solutions of this equation, hence 
we have m maps of type B, and all these maps are permutations of order 2 of [c,e] . 
Maps of type A and B give rise to automorphisms of the poset [c,e]. They form 
a group under composition, which is isomorphic to the dihedral group D2m, the maps 
of type A forming a normal subgroup isomorphic to Z/mY. 
Type C, g ~ ~gfi with :¢cfl = e and :eft = c. In this case one has ~c~.-Ic e which 
is the same equation as in type B so there are m such maps which are order reversing 
bijections of [c,e], all of order 2. 
Type D, ~l~--~ 3¢g-lfi with c~c-l[3=e and ~[J=c. In this case one has 2c' tz ~c=e 
so that :¢ must belong to the cyclic group generated by c. 
Maps of  type C and D are order reversing bijections of [c, e]. In particular, maps of 
type C are involutions, and the map considered by Simion and Ullmann in [9] is one 
of them. The maps of type A or D form a cyclic group of order 2m generated by the 
complementation map g ~ g lc already considered in [7]. 
The set of all maps of type A, B, C or D is a group of order 4m, which we call ,£-, 
and is isomorphic to the dihedral group D4m. 
One can determine the number of order reversing involutions in the group J .  Indeed, 
there are m such maps of type C, and one map of type D if m is odd, which is K", 
where K is the complementation map. If m is even there is no involution of type D. 
1.4.3. The occurrence of the dihedral group D2m in 1.4.2 has a simple geometric inter- 
pretation. Indeed let us consider the circular representation of non-crossing partitions. 
namely draw a circle in the plane with m points on it forming a regular m-gone 
arranged in cyclic order. Given a partition of the m points, one can associate a graphic 
representation, joining by a straight line each point x with the next point which 
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Fig. 1. 
belongs to the same class of the partition. The partition is non-crossing if and only 
if the straight lines do not intersect inside the circle (see Fig. 1 where the partition 
{{1,5, 8}, {2, 4}, {3 }, {6, 7} } of the set {1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} with the cycle (12345678) 
is drawn). 
The group of isometries of the plane which leave the rn points of the circle globally 
invariant is isomorphic to the dihedral group Dzm , and clearly the action of this group 
induces an isomorphism of the lattice of non-crossing partitions. It is easy to check 
that this action corresponds to the action of maps of type A and B. The permutations 
act on the elements of M, and this induces an action on the partitions in the obvious 
way. So we see that the maps of type A and B, regarded as acting on NC(M,c)  are 
induced by permutations of M. 
1.4.4. We now determine the group SANC(M, c). 
Theorem 2. The group of all skew-automorphisms of [c,e] (and hence of NC(M,c)  
by Theorem 1) is equal to the group Y 
Proof. We first prove that the group of automorphisms of [c, e] is given by the maps 
of type A and B. Let us begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let ~ and ~1 be automorphisms of [c, e] which coincide on the subset of 
transpositions. Then 7 = ~. 
Proof. Clearly, all automorphisms of the poset [c, e] must send c to c and e to e since 
they are the smallest and the greatest elements. We prove by induction on k that 7 
and ~/ coincide on the set of permutations with m - k cycles. Let m - 2 /> k ~> 1 and 
be an element in [c, e] with m - k - 1 cycles. Let U be the set of elements of [c, e] 
with m -k  cycles which cover ( (i.e. their product with 4 -1 is a transposition, and 
they have one cycle more than 4). Then U has at least two elements, and therefore, 
is characterized as being the infimum of U (since elements of U are not comparable 
and cover ~). By induction hypothesis, the image of U by ? and q is the same set W. 
Since they preserve the order, the image of ~ by ? and q is the infimum of this set, 
and hence 7 and q coincide on the set of permutations with m - k - 1 cycles. [] 
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We can now prove Theorem 2. Since the transpositions are the elements covered by 
e, they form an invariant set under any automorphism of [c, e]. Let r be a transposition 
(every transposition of M, which exchanges two elements x, ck(x) with 1 ~< k ~< ~m 
is of  this form for some unique k). We call k the span of the transposition. The 
transposition T corresponds to a non-crossing partition t- l(z) with m - 1 classes. Let 
us compute the number of non-crossing partitions covered by this partition. In order 
to build such a partition we can either choose an element y in M\{x, ck(x)} and 
build a partition composed of {y,x, ck(x)} and m-  3 singletons, or we can choose 
two elements y,z both in {c(x),c2(x) ..... ck-l(x)} or in M\{x,c(x) .... ,ck(x)} and 
build the partition composed of {x, ck(x)},{y,z} and m-  4 singletons. So we have 
m-2+½k(k -  1)+l (m-k - l ) (m-k)=½(m-  1 ) (m+2) -k (m-k)+ l  possible 
choices, and this is the number of elements covered by r. So we see that for different 
l these numbers are different. Since an automorphism [c, e] values of k with 1 ~< k ~< ~m 
preserves the number of covered elements, it must preserve the span of a transposition. 
Let 7 be an automorphism of [c, e] and x E M. By the preceding remark, it must send 
the transposition (x,c(x)) to some transposition (ck(x), ck+t(x)), hence by composing if 
necessary with a transformation of type A we can assume that it fixes the transposition 
(x, c(x)). 
Let us now consider a permutation with m-  2 cycles in [c, e]. It can be composed of 
the product of  two commuting transpositions, or of a cycle of  length 3, with m-3  fixed 
points. It is easy to see that products of two commuting transpositions are covered by 
exactly two elements (namely the two transpositions of the product) whereas a cycle 
of  length 3 can be written in three ways as a product of  two transpositions, o it is 
covered by three transpositions, hence an automorphism of [c, e] preserves the set of" 
l cycles of length 3. For k, l ~< ~m, we say that a 3-cycle 0 has span (k, l) if it can be 
written as the product of a transposition of type k and a transposition of type l (a 
3-cycle may have several spans). Since the span of a transposition is preserved under 
an automorphism the spans of a 3-cycle are also preserved. The transposition (x, e(x)) 
covers exactly two 3-cycles of span (1, 1), namely (c-l(x),x,c(x)) and (x,c(x),c2(x)). 
Hence the automorphism 7 must either fix both of them or transpose them. The map 
of type B, 9 ~-' ~9~ -lc associated with the permutation 7 such that ~(cX(x))= c~-k(x) 
fixes the transposition (x,c(x)) and exchanges the two 3-cycles (c-t(x),x,c(x)) and 
(x,c(x),c2(x)). Up to a multiplication by this map of type B we can thus assume 
that 7 fixes (c l(x),x,c(x)) and (x,c(x),cZ(x)). In this case the set of transpositions 
of span 1 covering (x,c(x),cZ(x)) must remain invariant under 7 and since this set 
contains only two elements, (x,c(x)) and (c(x),c2(x)), and (x,c(x)) is fixed, 7 must 
fix both elements. We continue by inspecting the 3-cycles of span (1, 1) covered by 
(c(x),c2(x)), which are (x,c(x),cZ(x)) and (c(x),cZ(x),c3(x)). Since the first is fixed 
by 7 the second one must also be fixed and the transposition (c(x),c2(x)), being the 
supremum of these two 3-cycles, is fixed by 7. An easy induction then shows that all 
transpositions of span 1 are fixed by 7. 
Let us now prove by induction on k that 7 fixes all transpositions of span k, We 
just saw it is true for k = 1. Assume it is true for k >~ 1, and consider for .vEM 
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the 3-cycle (y, c(y),ck+l(y)). This cycle is the infimum of the transpositions (y,c(y)) 
and (c(y),ck+l(y)), which are of spans 1 and k, so are fixed by 7. It follows that 
(y,c(y),c~+l(y)) is also fixed by 7. The transpositions which cover this 3-cycle are 
(y, c(y)), (c(y), ck+l(y)), and (y, ck+l(y)). This set of transpositions i  invariant under 
? and two of its elements are fixed, hence the third, which is (y, ck+l(y)), is also 
fixed, and we have proved that every transposition of span k + 1 is invariant by 7. By 
induction every transposition is fixed by ~ and so by Lemma 2, 7 must be the identity 
permutation. We have thus proved that the set of automorphisms of [c, e] is composed 
of the maps of type A and B. 
To determine the set of order reversing skew-automorphisms, we just have to notice 
that the product of two such maps must be an automorphism, and so there are at most 
2m such maps. Since there are 2m maps of type C or D, we see that the group of 
skew-automorphisms is reduced to J - ,  as claimed. [] 
Corollary 1. Every automorphism of NC(M,c) is induced by a permutation of M. 
. 
In this section we take M = {1 . . . . .  m} with the cycle c( j )= j  + 1 mod(m). If p is 
a partition o fM a crossing of p is thus a quadruple (a,b,c,d) of elements of M such 
that a < b < c < d, the elements a, c are in some class of the partition and b, d are in 
another class. I f  e and f are elements of M we say that f follows e in p if e ~< f ,  
e and f belong to the same class of p, and there is no element of this class in the 
interval [e, f ] .  We define a restricted crossing to be a crossing (a, b, c, d) such that c 
follows a and d follows b. The restricted crossings have a natural interpretation i the 
graphic line representation f partitions (as described e.g. in [9]). This representation 
consists in drawing the m points on the x-axis in the plane and, if f follows e, joining 
the point e and f by a semi-circle above the x-axis (see Fig. 2 below for the partition 
p = {{1,4,9}; {2,8); {3, 5,7); {6}; {10}; {11, 12}}). 
The restricted crossings correspond to the intersections of semi-circles. It is easy to 
see that if a partitions has a crossing then it has a restricted crossing, so that non- 
crossing partitions are exactly the partitions without restricted crossings. We will use 
the results of Flajolet [6] to investigate restricted crossings of partitions. 
Fig. 2. 
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2.1. Labelled paths and partitions 
Firstly, we introduce some definitions coming from [6]. 
A Motzkin path of length m is a sequence of integers (Co . . . . .  Cm) such that 
(i) C0 = C,,, = 0, 
(ii) G >~0 for all k~>0, 
(iii) G+,  - G ~ { -1 ,0 ,+1}.  
Given a Motzkin path C-= (Co,...,Cm), a C-label is a sequence (~l . . . . .  ~m) of 
elements of  N U {*} such that, for j=  1 . . . . .  m, one has ~/=*  if C J -  CJ i = 1, 
~ jE{o  . . . . .  C J - , -1}•{ ,}  i f c j=( )_ l  and ~ j~{0 . . . . .  Cj_, 1} i f c i=c J _ l -  1. 
A labelled path is a couple (C, ~) where C is a Motzkin path and ~ a C-label. 
In his seminal paper [6, Ch. 2], Flajolet exhibited a natural bijective correspondence 
between the set of labelled paths of length m and the set of partitions of the set 
{1 . . . . .  m}. We shall give a slightly modified version of this correspondence, which is 
better suited for our purposes. 
Given a partition of the set {1 . . . . .  m}, one constructs a labelled path (C,~) in the 
following way. 
Put C0 = 0 and construct recursively Cj according to the following algorithm: 
(a) Put Ci = Ci-1 + 1 if j is the first element of a class of the partition containing: 
more than 2 elements. 
(b) If {j} is a class of the partition put Cj = Cj-I. 
(c) I f j  is not the first or the last element of a class of the partition, put Cj = Cj-1. 
(d) If j is the last element of a class containing more than 2 elements, put CI = 
CJ-~ - 1. 
The path obtained in this way is the same as that of Flajolet, but the labelling defined 
below will be slightly different. 
For each j ~ {1 . . . . .  m}, call a class of  the partition open at step j if its smallest 
element is < j and its greatest element is ~> j. It is easy to see that the number of 
such classes is exactly Cj-I. Let us now order the classes which are open at step j 
according to their greatest element in {1 ... .  ,j}. We can now define the labelling of 
the Motzkin path C. Put c~j = • if Cj = Cl-t + 1 or if Cj = C]-I and {j} is a class of 
the partition. If we are in case c) or d) and j belongs to the kth open class at step j, 
we put ~ i -C i _ l -k .  
It is easily seen that the correspondence d fined above between partitions and labelled 
paths is bijective. Here are the path and the labels corresponding to our example above 
(Fig. 3) 
p -  {{l,4,9}; {2,8}; {3,5,7}; {6}; {10}; {1 1, 12}} 
2.2. Some generating functions 
The above correspondence b tween labelled paths and partitions will allow us to find 
some generating functions in terms of continued fraction expansions. These will rely 
on the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 3. The number of singleton classes of a partition is equal to the number of 
j such that c~j =.  and Cj = Cj-1 in the corresponding labelledpath, and the number 
of classes with more than two elements is equal to the number of j such that ~j = • 
and Cj = Cj_ 1 + 1. 
Proof. Each singleton class {j} gives one • at place j ,  and Cj = Cj-1. For each 
class with more than two elements if j is its first element, then Cj = Cj-1 + 1 and 
~j=, .  [] 
Of course this result is already in [6]. 
Lemma 4. The number of restricted crossings of the partition corresponding to the 
m labelled path (C,~) is equal to ~j=~ I~jl (where we have put 1.1= 0). 
Proof. It is enough to prove that the number of restricted crossings (a,b,c,d) with 
c = j  is equal to I~jl- 
I f  j is the first element of a class then c~j =. ,  and there is no restricted crossing 
(a,b,c,d) with j =c .  
I f j  is not the first element of the class to which it belongs, let u be greatest element 
of this class which is < j (i.e. j follows u). Given a restricted crossing of the form 
(u,b, j ,d) the class containing b must be open at step j ,  and strictly greater than the 
class containing j , for the order defined on classes open at step j. Conversely, if a class 
is open at step j and strictly greater than the class containing j let b be its greatest 
element not exceeding j , and d be the element of this class following b, then (u, b,j, d) 
is a restricted crossing, so that the number of restricted crossings (a, b,c,d) with c = j  
is equal to the number of classes open at step j which are strictly greater than the 
class of j, and this number is equal to ctj. [] 
For a related construction, counting inversions in permutations, one can consult [1]. 
Using these two lemmas and the theory of Flajolet we can now derive several 
continued fraction expansions, q-analogues of the continued fractions of [6], Theorem 2. 
Let flnl,n2,m;q = ~-~ qrC(p) where l71(m, nl,n2) is the set of partitions of z---~ p~H(m, nl,n2) 
{1 . . . . .  m} having nl singleton classes and n2 classes of cardinality /> 2 and rc(p) 
is the number of restricted crossings of a partition p. Analogously, we define the q- 
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Bell numbers Bn;q = ~pCl l (m)qrc(p)  where El(m) is the set of partitions of { 1 . . . . .  m}, 
and the q-Stirling numbers Sq(m,k)= X~ qrCIt,) where El(m,k) is the set of Z...apEIl(m,k) 
partitions of {1 . . . . .  m} into k classes• 
Propos i t ion  1. The generating function 
nl n2 m 
flnl,nz,m;qlg 1 bt 2 Z 
nl,?12,?ll ~O 
has the continued J?action expansion 
1 
1 - ( [0 ]~+ul )z -  
[l]qU2 Z2 
[2]qU2Z 2
1 --([1]q+Ul)Z 
where [0]q = 0 and [n]q = 1 + q + q2 + .. .  + q~ i Jor n ~ 1. In particular, 
Z Sq(n,k)ukz n = 1 
[] ]qblZ 2 
k,n>~O 1 --  ( [0 ]q  A- U)Z - -  
[ 2 ]qUZ 2 
1 -- ( [ l ]q  + u)z 
1 
Z Bn;q z n = 
[1]qZ 2 
n>~0 1 - -  ( [0 ]q  -]- I )Z  - -  
and 
1 - ( [1 ]q+ 1)z -  - -  
[2]qZ 2 
Proof. The proof of this proposition is similar to that of [6], Theorem 2 taking Lemma 
4 into account• We leave to the reader the task of formulating the q-analogues of the 
other formulas given by Flajolet. [] 
Taking q = 0 in this expansion and we get the generating function for the numbers 
/30(m, n i, n2) which count the number of non-crossing partitions in El(m, n i, n2). 
1 
flo(m, nl,n 2 )U~' bt~  Z m = [1 ]oUzZ 2 
,,,.._~,,,,~>0 1 - ([0]o + ul )z 
Since [n]0 = 1 for n ~> 1, this continued fraction is of the form 
the periodic continued fraction 
1 
U2 Z2 
1- ( l+u l )z -  
/32 Z2 
1 - (1  +ul )z -  - -  
[2]OU2Z 2
1 - ( [ l ]0+u l )z  
1 where ~ is 1 -u~z-u~z~# 
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which can be computed by solving a quadratic equation, yielding 
1 - (1 ÷ ul )z - V/1 - 2(1 + ul )z ÷ (1 ÷ ul )2,72 - 4u2 Z2 
= 2U222 
Substituting we get the formula 
Z fl°(m'nl'n2)ul'ug2zm 
Bi ,n2 ,m~0 
1 + (1 - ul )z - -v/1 - 2(1 + ul )z + (1 + ul )2z2 - 4u2z 2
z 
2z(1 + 2(u2 - ul )z) 
For Ul = u2 = u we get the generating functions of the numbers So(m,k) of non- 
crossing partitions with k classes, which have been computed in [7], and are given by 
the formula 
so finally we obtain 
Z m-k+l  k -1  l+  
l<~k<~m 
1 + (1 - u)z -  V/1 - 2(1 + u)z + (1 - u)2z 2 
2z 
Other generating functions, e.g. for non-crossing partitions without singleton classes, 
can be obtained by similar computations. 
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